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Abstract—It was predicted in 2012 that the global demand 

for energy over a period of 28years (2012-2040) will 

increase by 48%. This will raise the total global energy 

consumption from 549 quadrillion British thermal units 

(Btu) in 2012 to 815 quadrillion Btu by 2040. As a strategic 

player in the energy mix, a reduction in the emission of CO2 

to the environment from the natural gas network will result 

in environmental and cost savings. Although several 

researchers have alluded various opportunities associated 

with renewable energy feedstocks and have examined 

various strategies for optimized energy supply, the possible 

structural adjustments to gas infrastructure to align with 

future policies on climate will bring about a sustainable 

strategy for future economic growth. The motive of work is 

to investigate the problem associated with exogenous 

interruptions to a gas network resulting in loss of gas to the 

environment. The research also proposed a mitigation 

strategy for gas loss and emission reduction. To achieve 

this, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 

optimization model is developed that establishes a strategy 

for loss reduction in gas supply chain. Data from real case 

study have been accessed which enhances the applicability 

of the proposed model which was run on the GAMS 26.14 

software using the CPLEX solver 12 in an intel ® core ™ i7 

and a zero-optimality gap within reasonable solution time. 

The result obtained revealed  a reduction from 555.1million 

kg of CO2 to 8.06 million kg of CO2 after optimization 

while still delivering on projected throughput. The proposed 

methodology can help natural gas operators to optimize 

performance considering disruption time estimation. 

Keywords— (Natural gas supply chain, Emission, 

Mitigation, Relief pipeline, Optimization, Mixed integer 

linear programming, Loss reduction) 

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural gas has been identified as a strategic player in 

the energy mix and the bridging gap between conventional 

and renewable energy sources in this era of alternative 

sources of energy. Like other intricate and long supply 

chains, the natural gas supply chain is vulnerable to both 

internal and external disruptions which result in loss through 

emissions, prolonged shutdowns, and supply shortages. Two 

major identifiable causes of shutdowns on the network 

nodes include planned and unplanned disruptions caused by 

both endogenous and exogenous factors.  

Disruptions to supply chain are usually low in 

occurrence, yet, the economic and social impacts are 

significant [1–3] as much as the environmental impact. This 

means that if any form of disruption occurs, an associated 

cost is incurred. For instance, a shrinkage cost can be 

calculated from the difference between inflow and outflow 

of product from the supplier to the consumer nodes. 

Preventing or reducing the disruption period and impact will 

help reduce the cost burden. In some countries with huge 

gas deposits, there is the concern of minimal infrastructure 

and yet social unrest have constantly caused prolonged 

shutdowns resulting in huge emissions and therefore, 

environmental cost. Due to its high-cost impact, there are 

three identified reasons to promote a robust supply chain for 

natural gas. First is the recent studies by researchers to 

repurpose the natural gas supply chain for hydrogen which 

is a likely additional pathway from fossil to renewables [4]. 

The possible structural changes of gas infrastructure to align 

with future policies on climate is the second reason. The 

third reason is the recent increase in the use of carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) technologies. A competitive gas 

supply chain should be robust not only for flow flexibility 

and reduction in gas shortage supply but also for loss 

reduction. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural gas supply chain is a composition of complex 
infrastructures interconnected by both transmission and 
distribution pipelines. For the transportation of natural gas 
from the supply to the demand nodes, the pipeline and 
compressor station are very relevant components. Therefore, 
several studies have been carried out on the optimization of 
natural gas transportation mainly on the gas pipeline [5–7] 
and other physical entities like the compressor [8,9]. For 
instance, [7] presented a review of natural gas transportation 
optimization problems using a  stochastic approach where a 
steady-state model based on time were analyzed. The idea 
was to fill the gap associated with seasonal demand. The 
researchers tried to solve the problem from an operational 
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perspective using non-linear programming transient models. 
In [8], a numerical model for natural gas transportation was 
developed to study the pipeline in an unsteady-state to 
capture the boundary conditions resulting from demand 
variation and rupture of the pipeline.  However, [10] 
synchronized the different levels of the supply chain as a 
portfolio of activities by providing insights to the 
complexities associated with planning for natural 
transportation optimization.  

On the other hand, [11] used a deterministic model in a 
strategic decision level where the natural gas network design 
is considered an investment problem. Existing infrastructure 
were considered for potential expansion from a system 
perspective. By formulating a deterministic mixed-integer 
linear program, existing natural gas infrastructure model was 
extended by adding pressure flow relationships. To address 
the possible demand and price variation, various operational 
time periods were introduced to assess operational 
profitability.  

Mixed-integer nonlinear programming for the gas 
pipeline extension was presented in [12] for multiple demand 
scenarios while [13] suggested two convex and non-convex 
formulations to minimize the energy consumption along the 
transmission in an existing pipeline due to pressure drop. A 
model for controlling the flow of gas in an existing pipeline 
network was proposed in [14] where the problem of selecting 
appropriate compressors, valves and pipes was discussed. 
For [15], the optimization for the transmission network was 
to achieve expansion for medium to long term operational 
and strategic decision planning.  

Furthermore, [16] developed a simulation model where 
critical performance parameters of the compressors such as 
speed, flow rate, suction pressure, discharge pressures and 
suction temperature are incorporated in the equation. The 
focus of the work was to increase capacity flow in the 
transmission network and reduce power consumption, which 
has a direct impact on the performance of the system. Their 
work was extended in [17] where the optimal solution of 
steady-state transportation optimization problems was 
addressed on two levels: an optimization of compressor 
station which is the local level, and optimization of pipeline 
network as a whole which is the global level. The solution 
was based on simulation and evolution strategy algorithm 
bringing about an integration of deterministic and stochastic 
elements to form the modified algorithm of evolution 
strategies by assigning value of fitness function and verifying 
feasibility. 

Sukharev and Kosova [18] considered the problem 
associated with technical parameters identification in an 
unsteady-state using the nonlinear model. The objective was 
to improve qualitatively the operative control for gas 
transmission systems using a specialized software suite. An 
earlier work by [19] puts it that the industry acceptance of 
modeling software have encouraged the optimization 
application to both existing and new pipelines. This brings 
about robust configurations of pipeline for optimal operating 
strategies.  

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

This work addresses the strategic and tactical planning 
problem of a natural gas network using a proposed 
mitigation strategy to reduce loss during the shutdown of a 

plant node. In this supply chain, the main valves from the 
pipeline to the compressor(s) is closed when there is a 
shutdown in the compressor station. During the shutdown of 
the compressor, the remnant of high-pressured gas within the 
compressor and the isolation valves is emitted into the 
environment. The loss and downtime affect supply to 
consumers that result in demand and supply disequilibrium. 

On the other hand, natural gas predominantly methane 
(CH4) after processing. To get the correlation between the 
natural gas and the amount of CO2 emanating from the gas,  
Kurz et al.[20] presented that, methane is usually measured 
about 20 times potent greenhouse gas as CO2. Hence, 1Kg of 
methane correspond to 20kg of CO2.   

Therefore, a gas infrastructure transportation solution is 
proposed in the event of emergency shutdown resulting in 
emission where the receiving facilities are also shutdown 
especially in the absence of dedicated storage. The 
optimization for resilience establishes the subject of this 
study. Particularly, the loss from shutdown of a gas network 
is addressed. The supply chain problem is formulated as a 
MILP problem and a mitigation strategy for disruption effect 
on the supply chain. Additional considerations for the 
problem under study follow. Firstly, the peculiarity of the 
problem is that the case study under review do not have 
dedicated storage. Secondly, the case study involves multiple 
sources, single processing plants, four compressor stations, 
two main pipelines, one relief pipeline, and single consumer. 
It is assumed that the flow is originally in a steady-state and 
an isothermal flow where temperature remains same along 
the nodes such that there is no significant variation in 
temperature and pressure.  

 

IV. MODEL FORMULATION   

The model is formulated  to result in capacity expansion 
and optimum flow of gas making it a combination of a 
planning and operation problem during the period under 
review. All necessary parameters for the case study are 
provided in table 1. The optimization framework is divided 
into constraints and objective function expressed as: 

 

 

TABLE I.  MAIN PARAMETERS 

Symbol Description Unit 

t 
T 
d_a(mt) 
emission(k)  
δP(t) 
θPmax (p)    
 
θPmin (p)             
 
 
Inc(p)   
δ (k) 
ο(k) 
Ѱ(k)  
s_max/s_min 

Duration of each time period 
Total number of time period (horizon) 

Demand of gas for consumer m 
Loss through emission during shutdown  

Minimum number of shutdowns 
Maximum proportional capacity 
expansion rate 

Minimum proportional capacity 
expansion rate 

capacity of plant p before expansion 
Minimum offline time 
Maximum offline time 

Minimum online time 
Max/Min mass flow rates 

months  
months 
mmscfd 
mmscfd 
days 
rate 
 
rate 
 
 
mmscfd 
days 
days 
days 
mmscfd 
 
 
 



TABLE II.  SETS AND INDICESD 

Set  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set of all suppliers, ,  

processing plant, ,  

compressor plant, ,   

power plant consumer, ,   

periods in time, ,  

pipelines, ,  

relief pipeline, ,  

gas storage   ,  

 

Binary Variables 

X (k, t) =1, if the compressor is in operation; else 0 

Y (k, t) =1, if the compressor starts operating; else 0 

R (k, t) =1, if the compressor stops operating; else 0 

H (z, t) =1, if relief pipe operates when compressor 

is shutdown; else 0 

PI (j, k) =1, if flow from node j to node k; else 0 

PI_ (k, z) =1, if flow from node k to node z; else 0 

 

 

 

 

 

ALIAS (t,tprime) 

 

 

A. Constraints   

Constraint (1) shows that if the node k starts operating in the 

time period where  =1, then a startup takes place but 

shutdown  = 0. If node k is operating prior to startup 

then  

, 1 , : 1kt kt kt k t k K t T tY R X X −   = −− = −    (1) 
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For constraints (3) and (4) the minimum online time for the 

plant node   after its startup is modeled. Here, it is 

expected that the plant will operate for a given time period 

after its startup. Here the total period that plant node  has 

been operating continuously since its last startup is greater 

than the minimum online time.  
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Similarly, the minimum shutdown time of plant node  

since after its shutdown is modeled in constraint (5) and (6). 

In constraints (7) and (8) the maximum idle time is the 

maximum time duration that plant k is continuously  

switched off after its last shutdown which is expected to be 

higher than when plant shutdown  = 1.   
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Constraints (9) and (10) ensures that the supply from the gas 

field is less than or equal to the supply capacity and the 

supply delivered to the production plant is less than or equal 

to the production plant capacity. 

,ijt it i I t T
j J

ZA sc  


              (9) 

,ijt jt j J t T
i I
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              (10)  

Constraints (11) ensures that the supply from the processing 

plant to the compressor do not exceed the compressor 

capacity. To account for the loss during plant disruption, the 

shutdown of the plant is taken into consideration when there 

is a flow from plant to compressor . 

max

,jkt t kwt wkt kt k t
j J w W

X P Z E YM YM cp+ −

 

− + −           

                                                                   (11) 

It is expected that all gas flow from compressor station in 

the transmission pipeline do not exceed the power plant 

capacity in constraint (12). 
max

,
k K

kmt mt m tYW rc


                   (12) 

In constraint 13, based on the contractual agreement, at 

every time period, demand from consumers should be 

satisfied.  

,kmt mt m M t T
k K t T

YW da
−

 
 

=           (13) 

The material input-output balance is modeled in constraints 

(14). The consideration here is that there is no mass build-up 

in any node of the system. For every of the method studied, 

each node of the network will be constrained to the mass 

balance law.                                         

ijt jkt t T
i I j J j J k K

ZA XP 
   

=                          (14)  

 
Constraint (15) is introduced when the relief pipe is fully in 

operation and the loss has been rechannelled. 
   

,jkt t kmt kgt t T
jk km kg

XP ZE YW YF − = +           (15)  

Constraint (16) represents a steady state where inlet pressure 

equals outlet pressure.                                        



,in out

p p p PP P =                     (16)

  
In constraint (17), for each node in the gas network, the 

relief pipeline operates within the maximum and minimum 

pressure bounds at each time period. Constraint (18) shows 

when there is a flow from  to  and from  to   during 

shutdown such that a 0 flow from either node at a time do 

not affect the pressure balance. 

max ,min Bar

z z z z ZZh P Zh        (17)  

                                         

, , ,
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,
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In constraint (19), to model the cumulated capacity for 

expansion, a lower and upper bound is introduced on the 

flow into the relief pipeline. This relief pipeline capacity is 

modified in constraint (20) by introducing the compression 

factor. In constraint (21), the proportional capacity for 

expansion is modeled. The relief pipeline is o 
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Constraint (22) ensures the loss through emission during 

shutdown of the compressor plant do not exceed the 

capacity of the relief pipeline and this constraint should be 

ignored if flow to relief pipeline should only occur when the 

binary for the relief pipeline is 1. A corresponding upper 

and lower bound for flow before and during the shutdown is 

introduced in constraints (23 and 24).  
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The overall optimization goal is to optimise for resilience at 

the transmission node and flow volume flexibility from 

nodes  to node . The optimization increases flow to 

consumers to meet demand and loss reduction during plant 

shutdown. For simplification, the multi-objective has been 

compressed as a single objective function. The objective 

function represented as Z1 is shown below: 
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V. RESULT  AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed model was run on the GAMS 26.14 

software using the CPLEX solver 12 in an intel ® core ™ i7 

and a zero-optimality gap. The shutdown and the subsequent 

introduction of the relief pipeline is observed in a steady- 

state. The interactions between the nodes in the supply chain 

is then adjusted to mitigate potential risks and increase 

efficiency. Firstly, the performance level of the compressor 

when in operation with respect to corresponding minimum 

mass flow rate is displayed in fig. 1. This is calculated as a 

flow constraint to compressors k1 to k4 by multiplying the 

minimum mass flow rate by the operating time of the 

compressors. A better performance of the compressors is 

seen towards the end of the planning horizon with k3 

outperforming other compressors even though none of the 

compressors reached its maximum capacity load. 

 

Each node in the network is within the lower and upper 

bound limits of the pressure as obtained. The material input 

and output balance are introduced for all parameters less 

loss through emissions during the compressor shutdown. 

The normalized flow is obtained by relaxing the disruption 

period such that the shutdown time is defined. 

 

Fig. 1. Perforamnce level of compressor with respect to mass flow rate 
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Fig. 2. Normalized flow without pressure drop 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Shortage recorded at different flow rates      

 

TABLE III.  VARIATION IN OUTPUT PERFORMANCE  

Scenario Offline Flow 

rate 

Final solve 

X_P=1040 
 

X_P=1040 
 

X_P=1040 

 
X_P=1040 

 
X_P=1040 

 

X_P =630 
 

No. of offline increased from    
                   3 to 4     

No. of offline increased from 3 
to 6 

No. of offline increased from 3 

to 5 
No. of offline increased from 3 

to 6 
No. of offline increased from 3 

to 8 

No. of offline increased from 3 
to 10 

300/200 
 

320/200 
 

340/200 

 
380/200 

 
380/200 

 

300/200 

6.852488e+7 
 

6.702802e+7 
 

6.630019e+7 

 
6.495804e+7 

 
5.390145e+7 

 

5.390145e+7 

 

In fig. 2 the disruption where R(k,t) equals 1 is introduced. 

A normalized flow is obtained from the result of the 

computation. Assuming the number of plant nodes is same 

for all operating time period, then mean flow is increased 

from 200.38 to 327.67 mmscfd. The comparison at baseline 

and after optimization for shortages is obtained in fig. 3. The 

result in table (III) displays different outputs analyzed based 

on flow rates and performance of the initial node(s) in a 

steady-state. When the flow constraint is introduced at 

different flow rates then the offline time changes but only 

increases. Specifically, the table is summarized as follows: 

(1) For all possible scenarios, no mass build-up in any node 

of the network, (2) Each node is constrained to the mass 

balance law, (3) Best possible scenario with the least offline 

period is when mass flow rate is 300/200 psia, (4) the 

capacity of the initial nodes determines the performance of 

subsequent nodes. In table (IV) the shrinkage savings on 

emission in loss volume is shown as well as the cost 

savings. Here, 98.57 % of trapped gas obtained was lost 

through emission before optimization reduced to 1.43%  

after optimization with respecte to time. 

 

TABLE IV.         SHRINKAGE COST   

Shrinkage cost for 

losses 

Volume of 

loss (mmscfd) 

$3 per MMBtu 

(converted to 

mmscfd) 

Before 

optimization/expansion 

After 

optimization/expansion 

 

11782.15 

 

    171.09 

 

  36,760,308.00 

   

533,800.80 

 

  

To determine the emission resulting from the gas loss from 
the pipeline, 1 mmscfd of gas at 150C is equals 
847210.92kg/hr. However, the present study operates at an 
isothermal condition of 600C while the inlet and outlet 
pressure were 700psi and 1000psi, respectively. Based on 
this operating condition, 1 mmscfd of gas is equals 
47113.96kg/hr [21]. Considering the above explanation and 
with reference to Table IV, the amount of CO2 emanating 
from the gas loss before the optimization was 555.1 million 
kg, while the CO2 after the optimization was 8.06 million kg. 
The result showed a significant reduction in CO2 after 
optimisation.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have shown better performance in 
emission reduction from a natural gas supply chain by 
enhancing resilience during unplanned shutdown of a gas 
network. A multi-period, single product, transmission model 
is used for the optimization to satisfy loss reduction within a 
given time period. During the shutdown, the capacity of the 
plant node is increased proportionately to accommodate the 
stranded gas between the closed valve and the compressor 
station. Therefore, the capacity for expansion has been 
introduced in this paper. The computation is made in a 
deterministic environment and a steady-state performance of 
the network is observed.  

The output obtained after running the simulation shows 
an increase in the flow rate and a reduction of emission loss 
bringing about cost and environmental savings while still 
delivering on projected throughput. For future study, it will 
be relevant to observe the tradeoff between the cost of 
introducing the additional pathway and resilience. 
Furthermore, for better comparison and decision making, the 



work should be extended to a dynamic state where the 
impact of pressure variation during the shutdown period can 
be observed. Moreover, different scenarios can be simulated 
and tested systematically to further buttress the validity of 
the mitigation measure proposed.  
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